ACROSS

1. Legendary Japanese assassin
6. One of the Trimūrti in Hinduism
11. 4G ___ (certain cellphone connection)
14. Leave dumbstruck
15. Put forward, as a theory
16. Hold in fee simple
17. One may be cracked in a seafood restaurant
19. Not-so-cushy hotel amenity
20. Seek compensation
21. Fake out, in hockey
22. Body part that’s often twisted
24. Tucked away
25. Wine and cheese concern
26. “Gift” horse
27. Topic in Computer Science 101, aptly
29. Bird on the Australian coat of arms
31. Thirst for
32. Got a five-finger discount on
33. Refracting crystal
35. Itty-bitty
36. Glittering mass-entertainment display
39. Pen or Pay follower
42. Hungarian-American billionaire and philanthropist George
43. Full metal jacket, historically?
47. Zion National Park state
49. “Planet Money” podcast media org.
50. Nobody in particular
51. Needle nose, e.g.
53. Subway alternative
54. Hydroelectric power source
55. Informal term for a clergyman, borrowed from Spanish
56. Goatee locale
58. Part of ROYGBIV
59. Not online, online
60. Transgress . . . or what 17-Across, 30-Across, 11-Down, and 41-Down do?
64. Vainglory
65. Partner of “over” or “beyond”
66. Acclimate (to)
67. Repair a tear, perhaps
68. Chorus stand
69. “Impression, Sunrise” painter, 1872

DOWN

1. Lombardi trophy org.
2. “My temper got the best of me”
3. Bad, in pseudo-Spanish slang
4. ___ Cuervo
5. “___ is not what you see, but what you make others see” (Degas)
6. Shopaholic’s splurge
7. Sell at a pawnshop
8. Skye or Man
9. By way of
10. Engaged in hostilities
11. Tetanus, informally
12. Like many country roads
13. International alliance
18. Pushing the envelope, as a comedian
23. Response to “When do we want it?!?”
24. Washboard ___
25. Calculus calculations
26. Heine
28. Winner’s take, often
29. 404, for one
30. Long for
33. Suspect, in police slang
34. Sounds of pleasure or pain
37. William and Harry, to King Charles
38. Droll
39. Subjects of many cute viral videos
40. On the lam
41. “Flew under the radar for a while, in slang
44. Diplomatic extracurricular?
45. How prank phone calls are often done
46. Dream state, in brief
48. She/___
50. Cousin’s mother
52. Steel used in concrete structures
53. Member of the Hells Angels
56. Corporate VIPs
57. Order for dinner
58. “___ 911!” (television show parodying “Cops”)
61. Part of baseball’s Triple Crown, in brief
62. He/___
63. Like many dog noses